REGIONAL VICE PRESIDENT – Latin America-

-QUALIFICATIONS
The Regional VP should be able to communicate in his/her regional language and in English
(oficial language), have the disposition –and to be available- for traveling and attend to
differents regional congresses (FEPAL, EPF, etc) to the internacional congresses (IPA
Congress) and annual IPSO meetings.

-IPSO REPRESENTATION
During the events and in his/her psychoanalytic Society, the Regional VP should to be available
to speak, explain and promote IPSO programs, socialize during events –when was invited
or attending as a IPSO Rep- and recruit Reps and members. Represents his/her region on
its best interest as an officer and representative of IPSO, not as an officer (Rep) of his/her
own Society anymore. He/She should become a reference for candidates of his/her
region, and help solve matters to the best possible
outcome

-TRAIN VP ELECT
The regional VP should create a tailor made VP Training Plan with the new VP elect in order to
facilitate his/her learning and adaptation for the new role and responsabilities. Also, could
look for interested members for following postulations in IPSO ExCom elections.

-PROJECTS
The regional VP should support Reps in planning and executing projects, especially following
the accepted format as the Delocalization program and evaluate every new idea and
suggestions for event and IPSO institutional participation. Should conceptualize, plan and
execute regional Congress as a Chair of IPSO teams in regional events or inter-regional
events as needed. Also, should identify reviewers of the IPSO Paper and be a reference
for using the IPSO resources in facilitating IPSO awarded members’ attendance to the
Congress or event and if needed – the CRESP program.
-COMMUNICATIONS
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The regional VP should communicate regularly with VP Elect, EXCOM, Reps, candidates, other
regional psychoanalytic organizations; share planning, information and materials with
Reps; use institutional email, participating in regional and international WhatsApp groups
and attend online and in-person meetings.

-REPORTS
Regional VP must write his-her own regional reports twice a year for Newsletters, EXCOM
business meetings & Congresses and follow the protocols for them. Should be able to
present reports using digital communication programs and applications as needed. The
regional VP should collect written material and IPSO photos that can preserve and
document the IPSO participation in IPSO events and activities.

-FINANCIAL
In Latin America should be in charge of collecting the dues each time that specific societies
aren’t able to pay the dues using the IPSO bank, provide bank information to members
and societies, disseminate changes in dues, discount programs and be a mediator between
IPSO treasure rand members or societies with financial difficulties in order to help
resolve the difficulties.
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